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Our products deliver special moments at the touch of a button. That's why RAFI has

been one of the world's leading providers of human-machine communication for

more than 100 years. We want to show you what lies behind: Competence, know-

how, high level of vertical integration. A completely new perspective on moments

that you often do not notice, because the touch is far too fleeting. But it is this

barely noticeable resistance, the soft clicking or the flashing that makes each

triggering something special. Pay attention to this at the next press - it could be a

RAFI moment. COMPONENTS
 The right tactile stimuli, a flawless appearance and long life. Our complete range of

components includes the optimum solution: in addition to push-button and key-

operated switches, command and signaling devices, short and long-stroke buttons,

signal lights and emergency stop actuators, RAFI also offers you customized

components.  SYSTEMS Unique functionality, tailor-made operating concepts and

solution-oriented innovations. That's our claim when it comes to systems. Whether

JOYSCAPE, GLASSCAPE or FLEXSCAPE - our high-tech applications are always

exactly tailored to your personal project. EMS  Many years of experience, high

process reliability and professional project management. This distinguishes our

Electronic Manufacturing Service - across all process steps. We take your wishes
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and your worries. The result is products that more than

satisfy.  AUTOMOTIVE Exceptional development competence, highest precision and

concentrated industry understanding. This results in decorative and functional

products for the international automotive industry. Functional components,

electromechanical systems and assemblies from RAFI meet the highest demands -

our own.  SKILLSdevelopmentproductionmaterials managementQuality /

EnvironmentdistributionlexiconINDUSTRY SOLUTIONSMechanical and plant

engineeringvehiclesHouse technicvehicle technologyElectro-medical

devicesElectrical engineering
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